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S

PORTSBOOK BREAKERS NBA is 5-0 its
he Royals are 16-0 since September 15, 2008 as a home
past five plays and passed Sunday.
140+ favorite when they are off a win in which they came
SBB has a nice 4-STAR Total of the Day
back from a deficit and it is not the last game of a series for a
going in game one Monday night. This
net profit of $1600.
play includes strong trends and playoff-only systems. Get this play
guaranteed for just $20 in web debit value.
SDQL TEXT: team=Royals and H and line<=-140 and po:BL>0
and p:W and SG!=SGS and date>=20080915
PORTSBOOK BREAKERS MLB sleections for Monday will be
posted shortly on Killercappers.com.

M

ike Minor has produced a team record of 10-0 (+$1,000)
since August 02, 2012 as a home favorite after a quality
start they won last start.
SDQL TEXT: starter=’Mike Minor’ and HF and s:QS and s:W and
date>=20120802

KILLERSPORTS.COM ACTIVE TRENDS:

W

hen Mike Leake starts the Reds are 1-10 since June 07, 2013
after going at least 6 innings and giving up no home runs
for a net profit of $1138 when playing against.

MLB BIBLE ACTIVE TREND :

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

T

K

SBB’S SDQL CHOICE TREND:

USER Submitted: NONE

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savvy individuals
he Astros are 0-12 (+$1,220) since June 2004 in the openlooking to capitalize in the world of sports and those efforts
ing game of a road series off a win as a favorite where they
include
you! This is a group effort and in this section we want
allowed six or less hits.
you to team up and provide each other with the best information possible! Submit your best and most interesting trends to
SDQL TEXT: team=Astros and 20040601<=date and A and
kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will will publish
po:hits<=6 and p:FW and SG=1
them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a
great MLB find.

T

he Brewers are 9-0 since September 04, 2013 when they
lost the last two games their starter started for a net profit
of $1158.
SDQL TEXT: team=Brewers and s:L and ss:L and date>=20130904

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at
killercappers.com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.

Today’s MLB Schedule
Away

Home

Time

Away Starter

Home Starter

National
TV

Detroit

Cleveland

7:05 pm

Smyly (2-2) - 2.70 ERA

Kluber (4-3) - 3.38 ERA

ESPN

Cincinnati

Washington

7:05 pm

Leake (2-3) - 3.09 ERA

Strasburg (3-3) - 3.48 ERA

Milwaukee

Atlanta

7:10 pm

Peralta (4-2) - 2.05 ERA

Minor (1-2) - 4.24 ERA

Chi. White Sox

Kansas City

8:10 pm

Carroll (1-3) - 5.24 ERA

Vargas (4-1) - 3.00 ERA

Houston

L.A. Angels

10:05 pm

Keuchel (4-2) - 3.06 ERA

Richards (4-0) - 2.42 ERA
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